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Venezuela, Washington’s Latest Defamation: To
Bring NATO to South America?
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Agenda

The  Trump  Administration  has  just  accused  Venezuela’s  newly  appointed  Vice-
President,  Tareck El  Aissami,  of  being involved in  drug trafficking,  thereby dishing out  the
usual criminal spiel – illegal sanctions against a foreign dignitary with travel bans and asset
seizures. This is Washington’s abject behavior at its best, as are so many others around the
world of similar nature.

Therefore, let me say upfront: We can protest as much as we want. The Anglo-American
 empire in Washington and its European vassals do not care one bit. To the contrary, the
more hapless protests there are, the more they laugh to themselves – ‘Bingo! We did it
again. – Case closed. And sanctions stay. New ones are invented at will,  wherever and
whenever it pleases the empire. Because nothing happens from the opponents – other than
hot air.

Sanctions – economic sanctions, as most of them are, can only stand and ‘succeed’, as long
as countries, who oppose Washington’s dictate remain bound into the western, dollar-based,
fraudulent monetary scheme. The system is entirely privatized by a small Zionist-led elite.
FED, Wall Street, Bank for International Settlement (BIS), are all private institutions, largely
controlled by the Rothschild, Rockefeller, Morgan et al clans. They are also supported by the
Breton Woods Organizations, IMF and World Bank, conveniently created under the Charter
of the UN.

Few progressive economists understand how this debt-based pyramid scam is manipulating
the entire western economic system. When in a just world, it should be just the contrary, the
economy that shapes, designs and decides the functioning of the monetary system and
policy.

Even Russia, with Atlantists still  largely commanding the central bank and much of the
financial system, isn’t fully detached from the dollar dominion – yet.

‘Renegades’ of the US-globalized Deep State must de-dollarize and migrate towards the
eastern SCO-based economy (SCO = Shanghai Cooperation Organization, including Russia,
China, most of Central Asia, Pakistan, Iran; – and India for good or for bad, is a contender),
where the future is, where huge and honest prospects of future economic development are
emerging, especially the Chinese initiated New Silk Road, or OBOR – One Belt-One Road –
that foresees an infrastructure, industrial and technological boom, connecting Vladivostok
with Lisbon and Shanghai with Hamburg – and everything in between. China’s President Xi
Jinping has opened the door for everyone to join – no force, sheer invitation.
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This also means breaking loose from the IMF’s and World Bank’s debt tentacles and the rest
of  the  western  monetary  gangsters.  It  doesn’t  happen  overnight,  but  steps  towards
regaining  sovereignty  should  be  initiated  rather  sooner  than  later  –  to  reduce,  speak
withstand and eliminate sanction imposed damages.  For  Russia,  despite the Atlantists,
sanctions were a blessing. They are the best that could have happened to our economy, Mr.
Putin said. They pushed us to promote an economy of self-reliance, especially in agriculture
and industrial development. In 2015, Russia was the world’s first wheat exporter.

—–

Back  to  drugs  and  fighting  drug  lords.  The  Plan  Colombia  which  started  in  2000  and  has
since  cost  about  US$  20  billion,  was  officially  designed  precisely  to  fight  the  drug  mafia’s
coca plantations and drug cartels. Yet, since the Plan begun, the surface of coca plantations
has more than doubled in Colombia; and output efficiency today is almost three times what
it was in 2000.

Washington’s fake accusations and outrageous slandering of Venezuela’s Vice President, Mr.
Tareck  El  Aissami,  are  totally  absurd.  They  are  aiming  in  a  first  instance  at  further  bad-
mouthing  Venezuela  among the  uneducated MSM-brainwashed international  public.  It’s
‘false news’  propaganda,  attempting to pull  Venezuela into the drug ‘war’  playing out
between Colombia, Mexico and Peru – all fomented by Washington.

Up  to  his  recent  assignment  as  Vice-President,  Mr.  El  Aissami  was  Interior  Minister,
successfully  fighting  drug  mafias,  covertly  promoted  by  the  DEA  and  the  CIA.  Clamping
down on the new Vice-President might be a punishment for his unwavering fight against the
US backed drug lords, while he was Interior Minister. In fact, during his ministerial tenure,
Tareck Al Aissami, a man of full integrity, has hit hard the cartels of international drug
dealers, capturing 102 drug lords, of whom 21 were extradited to the United States. To
make things even more ridiculous, apparently Tareck Al Aissimi does not even hold a US
visa neither has he any assets in the USA that could be frozen as claimed.

The  bigger  and  larger  scale  agenda  behind  this  latest  defamation  scheme  maybe  a
monstrous attempt to bring NATO to South America.  Yes,  you read right –  Pentagon’s
European military branch, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. They have absolutely
nothing to do in Latin America, but as long as nobody screams murder and acts against it –
the impunity of the empire is almost bottomless.

The little publicized fact is that President Manuel Santos of Colombia has recently invited
NATO to come to Colombia to help him ‘fight organized crime’ –  meaning, most likely a new
FARC war, easily revived with a few false flags – as already happened recently

(http://thesaker.is/colombia-inviting-nato-to-fight-organized-crime-a-menace-for-latin-americ
a/ ).

This move has been under preparation since 2012 / 2013, right from the beginning of Peace
Negotiations between the Santos Government and FARC. It started with a so-called ‘best
practice technical assistance agreement’ between NATO and Colombia – extendable to real
troops and armory movements into Colombia – meaning automatically NATO spreading all
throughout Latin America. The Natoization of LATAM! – What a prospect!

Venezuela with Hugo Chavez was the only country protesting already during Colombia’s
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initial negotiations with Brussels / NATO. Today, except for Venezuela, I don’t know of any
other Latin American country that shouted out in protest. Not that it mattered, as nothing
matters  to  the  exceptional  nation.  But  it  would  help  spread  awareness  about  what
Washington has in store as its latest oppressing atrocity for Latin America.

Might this be one of the chief purposes of this intimidating defamation launched against
Venezuela and her Vice President, whose ethical integrity is proven beyond doubt?

Peter Koenig is an economist and geopolitical analyst. He is also a former World Bank staff
and worked extensively around the world in the fields of environment and water resources.
He lectures at universities in the US, Europe and South America. He writes regularly for
Global  Research,  ICH,  RT,  Sputnik,  PressTV,  The 4th Media,  TeleSUR,  TruePublica,  The
Vineyard of The Saker Blog, and other internet sites. He is the author of Implosion – An
Economic  Thriller  about  War,  Environmental  Destruction  and  Corporate  Greed  –  fiction
based on facts and on 30 years of World Bank experience around the globe. He is also a co-
author of The World Order and Revolution! – Essays from the Resistance. 
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